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New Look and Feel!
Every issue of 100J is another step on our journey
to educate and excite our readers about grading and
how it has become the savior for the stamp collecting
hobby. Every issue has provided new and improved
aspects that are aimed at making this newsletter
more relevant for you. Each month, we want you
checking your email looking for 100J. Not only will
we provide you with new information but you can
also win money each month in our grading contest.
100J is YOUR newsletter. Let us know what
changes you want.

Our Monthly Grading Contest - Money is Waiting for You!

While we have a small group of dedicated participants in our monthly grading contest,
the vast majority of our readers do not participate. We are very aware that some of our
readers have extensive experience in grading.
Since none of our first four winners have calculated the exact grading average, there
is a big opportunity for those with grading experience. In order to entice others to jump
in, we are going to increase the monthly prize to $100 for your first winning guess. The
contest will continue to award $50 for subsequent wins.
Think about it - we will award $100 for your first win. That could buy you coffee for the
month, gas for your car for the month or a nicely graded addition for your collection.
All you have to do is submit your best guess.
If your interest has been whetted, please read the last section of this newsletter.
Remember, in case of identical winning entries, the earliest one wins. Therefore, be
the early bird.
Congratulations to Larry Hull our first two-time winner. Larry’s guess was the
closest to the actual average. The details are included in the last section.

100J of the Month / Rare UPT (Unique Population Top)
This month our Topic of the
Month is focused on the PSE
Set Registry. We thought it
might be appropriate to select
a 100J from one of the submitted sets. From the Navarro.Gems set for the category
“1926-32 Commemorative 2¢
Reds (NH)” comes our monthly 100J. This is an extremely
worthy candidate.
What makes this stamp so
special is the fact that it is the
sole and highest graded example of this stamp. A real
beauty!

There is only one graded 100J for the 1931 2¢ Yorktown commemorative (Scott 703).
This stamp celebrated the 150th anniversary of the Battle of Yorktown. It resulted in
the British surrender that was the main reason why England gave up its desire to continue the war. It eventually led to the Treaty of Paris in 1783 that officially recognized
the United States of America as an independent nation.
The Revolutionary War was the foundation of our present country. Against what appeared as unsurmountable odds, the Colonial forces survived from one battle to the
next inflicting just enough damage on the British to keep the fledgling country alive.
The Americans received support from France, Spain and the Dutch. Without their help,
the survival of America would have been in doubt.
The three soldiers pictured on the Yorktown stamp are General Rochambeau
(Commander-in-Chief of the French forces), General Washington and Admiral
deGrasse (Admiral of the French Navy). These were the three main players at Yorktown. Between the land siege and the naval blockade, British General Cornwallis surrendered more than 7,000 troops and in reality ended the American Revolution.
The 100J 2¢ Yorktown stamp above is a UPT (unique population top). UPTs are very
rare. Not only is this stamp the highest graded Scott 703 but it also stands alone
with no other Yorktown stamp in any format attaining the grade of 100J. Here are the
latest population and valuation data from the PSE database (as of August 1, 2016):

100J of the Month (continued)
PSE Population

703

Total

> 95J

98

98J

100

100J

Used
NG/RG/DG
OG (Hinged)
Never Hinged
Total Population

2
2
7
111
122

2
2
7
99
110

0
0
0
6
6

0
0
0
2
2

0
0
0
3
3

0
0
0
1
1

98J
$300

100
$525

100J
NP

703
Never Hinged

SMQ Valuation
98
$210

The pricing for 100Js is more art than science. Based on the above data, we would
estimate that this 100J should be valued between $1,000 - $1,500. That estimate is
only our opinion and purely subjective. Regardless of the valuation, this stamp is a
true work of art – a great example of the summit of stamp collecting.

Topic of the Month / PSE Set Registry - A Great Way to Collect
The collecting of complete sets of stamp issues is as old as the hobby itself. The ultimate satisfaction was acquiring the last stamp needed to complete a set.
With the advent of grading, collecting sets has taken on an even greater role. Now collecting sets is not dependent on obtaining all the stamps in a set but on obtaining the
highest graded set possible.
Much to their credit, PSE realized this long ago and created their Set Registry. Now
everyone can see the best constructed sets. The desire to own the best graded set is
the goal of a significant number of graded stamp collectors.
If you review the Set Registry section of the PSE website gradingmatters.com/setregistry.html, you will be surprised by the amount of information presented. It is an
overwhelming amount all related to collecting graded sets.
The popularity of the Set Registry seems to increase on a continual basis. Many of our
eBay buyers are very active Set Registry participants. They purchase some of our
highest graded material to fill blanks in their sets or to upgrade existing sets. We have
had some very interesting discussions with some of them regarding the Set Registry.

Topic of the Month (continued)
Getting involved is very easy. You can start your set with only one entry and then add to
the set over time. Full instructions and forms are located on the PSE website. The best
way to get involved is to review all the information included in the Set Registry section.
There are nine sections and each section has one or more subsections.
In case you have very specialized collecting interests, do not worry. The Set Registry
contains 572 set categories! You should be able to find at least one category for your
interest. In case you do not, simply contact PSE with your request. They are very friendly
and cooperative.
PSE also awards recognition for the best sets. There are two award categories – “AllTime Finest” and “Current Finest.” You determine the name to be used for your set and
you receive recognition for every set entry regardless of the rating generated. Examine
some of the set categories and review the results. If you haven’t been there before, it is a
real eye-opening education.
PSE wants to encourage collectors to join the Set Registry and work on completing sets.
They will even provide free grading when your listed set reaches 90% completion. They
will provide free grading for 1 to 5 stamps depending on the number of stamps in the set.
See “Benefits” in the Set Registry section.
Sets are ranked by their set rating. While this calculation may seem complex, it is really
rather simple. In order to demonstrate how set ratings are calculated, we have selected
the 1913 Panama-Pacific NH perforated 12 set (Scott 397 – 400A). This is the same set
that will be reviewed this month in the database section. We have selected the All Time
Finest (and Current Finest) set submitted by Brian and Brian Stamps.
Let’s begin.

Step 1. Determine set stamp weightings.
PSE has established a stamp weighting for each stamp. The weighting is based on the
relative scarcity of each stamp in the set. The most common stamps are given a 1.00
weight. The scarcer the stamp, the higher the weighting. Weightings range from 1.00 to
10.00. Here are the weightings for the Panama-Pacific set as provided by PSE:

Topic of the Month (continued)
Table 1: PSE Weightings
Scott

Denom

397
1¢
398
2¢
399
5¢
400
10¢
400A
10¢
Total Set Weighting

PSE
Weighting
1.00
1.00
2.00
3.00
3.00
10.00

Step 2. Determine grade points.
PSE has assigned grade points based on the grading of each stamp. For non-jumbo
stamps, the grade points equal the actual stamp grade. Therefore a 90 graded stamp is
assigned 90 grade points. A 95 graded stamp is assigned 95 grade points and so on.
For jumbo stamps, PSE has assigned bonus points. The table below presents the
grade points for the stamps in this set:
Table 2: Total Grade Points
Scott

Denom

397
398
399
400
400A

1¢
2¢
5¢
10¢
10¢
Totals

PSE
Grade

Regular
Grade Points

Bonus
Jumbo Points

Total
Grade Points

100
100
98J
98J
100J

100
100
98
98
100
496

1
1
2
4

100
100
99
99
102
500

Step 3. Determining the set rating.

Once you have accumulated all the given data, calculating the set rating is rather simple.
You merely multiply the stamp weighting by the stamp grade points. This produces the overall set rating total for all the set stamps. The final step is to divide the overall total by the
sum of the set weightings. Sound confusing? Perhaps the following table will clarify any
questions:

Topic of the Month (continued):
Table 3: Set Rating
Scott

Denom

397
398
399
400
400A

1¢
2¢
5¢
10¢
10¢
Totals

PSE
Weighting

Total
Grade Points

1.00
100
1.00
100
2.00
99
3.00
99
3.00
102
10.00
500
Divide by Set Weighting
SET RATING

Set
Points
100
100
198
297
306
1001
10.00
100.1

If the set is incomplete (missing one or more stamps), the calculation is identical. You
would still divide the number of set points by the full weighted number. In this case, if we
assume that the 400A stamp was not included in the set, the set rating would be 69.5
(calculated as 695 divided by 10.00).

A Final Word about the Set Registry.
Get involved for the time of your life! The PSE Set Registry has it all - the lure of
completing sets while competing against other collectors to accumulate the best
set of all times!

Database of the Month / Panama-Pacific Sets Perforated 12/10 (1913/1915)
It was almost four years of an absence of commemoratives being issued when the Panama-Pacific set (perforated 12) was released on January 1, 1913. The set promoted the
Panama-Pacific International Exposition scheduled to open in 1915. The purpose of the
expo was to celebrate the opening of the Panama Canal and secondarily to showcase
the renovation of San Francisco from when it was partially destroyed in 1906 by the now
infamous 7.9 earthquake.
The set was reissued in 1915 perforated 10 for the opening of the expo. We will review
both sets this month. They are both beautiful and contain some very rare examples.
The database is attached. Be sure to review it thoroughly. It contains many sections that
should provide the reader with a great understanding of these two very desirable sets.

NEW!! Tip of the Month / A common set that is elusive
This is a new feature of 100J. It is called the “Tip of the Month.” Based on all our database work, we often discover stamps that are much rarer than their valuation indicates.
These stamps represent opportunities for collectors. They will be highlighted in this new
Tip of the Month section.
For our first Tip of the Month, we present a rather common place set of stamps. In April
1945, as the end of World War II was in sight in the European theater, President Roosevelt passed away. He was in the beginning of his fourth term as President and had guided America through the Depression and the War.
America was in shock. It was hard to remember a time when FDR was not addressing
the public with his Saturday fireside chats on the radio. He had brought the country from
the depths of the Depression to a point where America was about to defeat the greatest
evil since medieval days and emerge as the strongest country on earth.
Two and one-half months after the death of FDR, the POD issued the first stamp of a
four stamp set commemorating FDR. The set, Scott 930-933, was very popular and was
never scarce. It is found in almost all beginner collections.
Despite the common nature of this set, highly graded stamps and sets are extremely
rare. Here is the current population of this set:
PSE Population - NH

Scott / Value

Total

> 95J

98

98J

100

100J

930 - 1¢
931 - 2¢
932 - 3¢
933 - 5¢
Possible Sets

68
47
36
68

2
24
28
34

39
23
8
31
8

0
0
0
0
0

7
0
0
3
0

0
0
0
0
0

As of August 2, 2016

SMQ Valuation - NH

Scott / Value
930 931 932 933 -

1¢
2¢
3¢
5¢

98
$50
$60
$60
$55

98J

100

100J

$170

$185
As of August 2, 2016

Tip of the Month (continued)

The three cent value (Scott 932) is the key
value. There are only eight (8) graded 98
examples and no (0) graded 100 examples
in existence. This stamp should be on your
want list.

Strategies.
Graded: In 98 grade, purchase 931 and especially 932 at or above SMQ valuations.
Avoid purchasing 930 and 933 unless offered at a discount from SMQ. In grade 100,
purchase 930 and especially 933 at or above SMQ.
Ungraded: NH examples of all values are readily available at very reasonable
prices. The objective is to purchase potential high grade singles or multiples (e.g.,
sheets) that could contain well centered candidates. Focus on the 3¢ value (Scott 932).
There are only eight graded 98 stamps and no graded 100 stamps.
Potential Set Valuations: A 98 graded set should be worth a minimum of $300. If a
100 graded set could be formed, it would be worth at least $1,000. Not bad for such a
common set!
Conflict-of-Interest Statement: Never accept a “tip” about anything from anyone who
does not provide you with a conflict of interest statement. You need to understand if
that person is providing a tip to help themselves rather than you. As of August 2, 2016, I
own three graded 98 Scott 930-933 stamps.
Tip of the Month section contains the sole opinions of the editorial staff of 100J. They
are not based on comments by any dealer or organization. The opinions expressed in
this section should not be relied upon for any purchase contemplated by the reader.
The opinions expressed are strictly the unsubstantiated views of the editorial staff of
100J.

Grading Contest /
July Contest Results: As announced earlier, Larry Hull became our first multiplecontest winner. Larry won the April/May contest as well as the July contest. Once
again, none of the participants entered the exact average grade. Larry was the closest
and the earliest to submit his guess.
Here are the correct grades from the July contest:

98

100

95

Scott 572: Certificate 01218958 dated March 15, 2010. Previously hinged. There
are only eight (8) unused examples graded higher (7 NH / 1 H).
Scott 721: Certificate 01220603 dated April 1, 2010. Used. This is the highest graded
used coil single (a PT - population top). There are four (4) NH also graded 100. There
are no examples graded higher.
Scott 832: Certificate 01171469 dated April 23, 2008. NH. While this stamp appears well centered, there was probably a reduction in grade resulting from the guide
line on the right side. There are 36 NH examples graded higher.
The average grade was calculated as follows: 98 + 100 + 95 = 293 / 3 = 97.67. It appears that most entries incorrectly guessed higher on the Scott 832.

August Grading Contest: Remember as announced on page 1, we have increased the contest award to $100 for your first contest win. Hopefully, that will get the
non-participants to participate.

Grading Contest (continued)
We will present three stamps that were graded by PSE. Your challenge is to guess the
average grade of the three stamps. The person who guesses the closest to the average
grade of the three stamps will win $100 for their first win and $50 for each subsequent
win. The prize money will be directly deposited into your PayPal account. The winner will
also get their 15 minutes of fame in the next 100J. Ties will be broken in favor of the
earliest answer submitted.
The contest is based solely on centering. Jumbos are worth 3 additional points.
An example: If three stamps are graded 98, 95J and 90, the average would be 95.33
calculated as follows: 98 + 95 + 3 (for the jumbo) + 90 = 286 / 3 = 95.33. This example
has nothing to do with the stamps below.
Below are the three stamps for August contest. Guess your best. Good luck! Just email
us (lieberra@comcast.net) with your best estimate (one per reader, please). Please
email by Friday August 26th at the latest.

Scott 525

Grading Contest (continued)

Scott 1190

Scott Canada 260
100J is a monthly newsletter created by the eBay store thanks-for-the-memories-1. It is delivered free
of charge to all thanks-for-the-memories-1 buyers and others requesting a subscription. It is edited
by Ray Lieberman. You may unsubscribe by emailing lieberra@comcast.net .

